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***************************************************************************** 

* Defense Property Accountability System * 

* * 

* Release 3.2.30 29 March, 2016 * 

* Release Notes * 

***************************************************************************** 

 
Release 3.2.30 for the Defense Property Accountability System (DPAS) was 

released on March 25, 2016. This release corrects program deficiencies 

identified by the user community and through testing by the development teams. 

There is no action required by the user to receive the update. 

 

Warehouse Management Module: 

This release contains the following Help Tickets: 

Quality Control (LPWHN56)  

o Corrected a deficiency that caused the user to receive an error when 

attempting to submit a Quality Control request for a SKO Catalog 

record with missing components (Help Ticket #7531). 

Inidividual Returns (LPWHN46)  

o Corrected a deficiency that caused the a Member to become disabled 

in the Exchange status after completing an Exchange using the 

Inidividual Return process (Help Ticket #7915, #8226). 

Receiving (LPWHN19) 

o Corrected a deficiency that was improperly allowing the user to 

complete a partial receipt through the Receiving process (Help 

Ticket #7949). 

o Corrected a deficiency that caused the user to receive the Verified 

Transactions Not Found message when attempting to complete a Receipt 

(Help Ticket #8135). 

Stock Item Inidividual Issue Location (LPWHN30) 

o Corrected a deficiency that cause the user to be unable to create a 

new Stock Item Issue Location for a Stock Number after the initial 

Individual Issue location was deleted (#7981). 

Warehouse Replenishment (LPWHN45) 

o Corrected the program so that the Warehouse Replenishment process 

would not generate a Pick/Plan if the Issue Location was empty 

(#7933). 

ICN Inventory Inquiry (LPWHQ47) 

o Corrected a deficiency that cause the Inventory Control Number 

record to display a missing build record when attempting to view the 

components of the kit through the inquiry (#8108). 
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Unit Issue (LPWHN34) 

o Corrected a deficiency that caused issued items to display against 

the wrong warehouse which were issued out through the Unit Issue 

process(#8296). 

This release contains the following System Change Requests (SCRs): 

N/A 
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Property Accountability Module: 

This release contains the following Help Tickets: 

N/A 

This release contains the following System Change Requests (SCRs): 

N/A 
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Maintenance and Utilization Module: 

This release contains the following Help Tickets: 

Equipment Pool AUD (WPMAN06)  

o Corrected a deficiency that prevented the user from selecting an 

address outside of the United States from the Address browse. 

(Help Ticket #7657). 

Maintenance Activity Update (WPMAN03)  

o Corrected a deficiency that prevented the user from updating a 

maint activity, due to an invalid state code value on the address 

(Help Ticket #7884). 

 

This release contains the following System Change Requests (SCRs): 

N/A 

 


